Abstract. Consider an extension of groups 1 → K → G → Q → 1 which enjoys the property that the quotient by the lower central series Γ c+1 produces another extension 1
Introduction
This work originates in the following question. Consider a fibration F → E → B and pull it back along a map X → B. Can this new fibration F → P → X be "more complicated" than the original one? Often the answer is negative, and indeed, pulling back fibrations (or extensions of groups) can only simplify them from several points of view. For example, if the first fibration has a section, or induces a fibration on the n-th Postnikov stage, then so would one obtained by a pull-back along any map.
The properties of fibrations and short exact sequences we consider in this article are related to (homotopical) localization. Given a specific localization functor L, we are interested in the "flatness" property of a fibration F → E → B namely, that of being preserved as such by this localization functor L. This was considered to some extend in [1] . So we say that a fibration sequence F → E → B over a connected base space is L-flat if the sequence LF → LE → LB is also a homotopy fibration sequence. A classical example is the fibre lemma of Bousfield and Kan in [4] . This lemma asserts the preservation of principal fibrations with a connected fibre by the homological completion functors R ∞ , for any commutative ring R. To which extent localization functors preserve principal fibrations is also the subject of [10] . More generally, Bousfield, [3] , the first author and Smith, [9] , analyzed the "error term" calculating the failure of flatness.
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In general however nice properties are not preserved under pullback. We exhibit elementary counter-examples in homotopy theory and group theory, see Example 2.6 and Theorem 4.1. For homotopical localization functors L = L f one can understand the situation as follows. A functor L is said to be conditionally flat if any pull back of an L-flat fibration is again L-flat. One direction of the following result has been shown in [1] , and many ideas used here are explicitly or implicitly present in that article.
Theorem 2.2.
A homotopy localization functor L is conditionally flat if and only if L is a nullification functor P A for some space A.
In other words, if we can conclude that, given an L-flat fibration sequence, so is any pullback of this fibration, then the localization functor L must be a nullification functor and, in that case, any pullback of an L-flat fibration sequence is L-flat. The nullification functor P A kills A, and all spaces constructed from A by push-outs, wedges, telescopes, and extensions by fibrations, [8] .
Typical examples are Postnikov sections and Quillen's plus-construction, [11] .
We then turn to group theory where one replaces fibration sequences by group extensions, namely by short exact sequences 1 → K → E → G → 1 and consider again flatness of localization functors in relation to pullbacks along group homomorphisms H → G. It turns out that the situation is more involved here and in particular the answer is more interesting since there are localization functors which are not nullification functors for which L-flatness is preserved by pullbacks of short exact sequences. This is easily seen to be the case for any right exact functor such as the abelianization functor G → G ab . In fact, consider the quotient L c G = G/Γ c (G) by the c-th term in the lower central series, turning a group G into a nilpotent one of some fixed class c. Flatness with respect to this functor is a property which behaves well with taking pull-backs. We prove in fact that any localization defined by a variety of groups, [15] , shares this feature.
Theorem 3.6. Let W be any variety of groups. The asssociated localization functor L in the category of groups is then right exact and thus conditionally flat.
The classifying space construction yields fibrations of spaces and translates the question into the homotopy category. There are thus homotopical localization functors which are not nullification functors, but nevertheless preserve certain L-flat fibration sequences under pull-backs. This is shortly discussed in Remark 3.8.
Organization and content The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The first section gives basic definitions and notations. The second contains the main result about fibration sequences and their conditional preservation by functors. In the third section flatness of functors on groups is Acknowledgements. This work started when the first author visited the EPFL in Lausanne and the facilitation of this working visit was greatly appreciated.
Notation and terminology
We are interested in properties of fibration sequences of pointed spaces (or simplicial sets) and extensions of groups. As they share many common features we will introduce some terminology which applies to both settings.
We will work with homotopy localization functors L in the sense of Bousfield, see [2] and [11] , in the category of pointed spaces or groups. In practice we fix a map f of spaces or groups and consider the localization functor L f which inverts f , [11] . Instead of defining L-flatness only for fibrations as we did in the introduction for simplicity, we do it for any map.
Equivalently, a fibration sequence F → E → B is L-flat if and only if LF → LE → LB is again a fibration sequence. It will be convenient sometimes to work with fibrations rather than with maps of which we have to take the homotopy fiber. The same terminology applies to groups, but only for extensions. Hence, a group extension 1
is again an extension of groups. Example 1.2. Let P be a nullification functor, i.e. P = L f for f : A → * . Then any map E → B over a P -local base space B is P -flat, [11, Corollary D.3 
Most maps are not L-flat for a given localization functor L. The question we ask is about the preservation of flatness under base change, that is, if we happen to work with an L-flat map, we ask whether the map obtained by pulling back along an arbitrary map to the base is L-flat again. Thus full L-flatness refers always to a map and means both its L-flatness (because one can choose to pull-back along the identity map) and the L-flatness of any of its pullbacks. Namely, for
As mentioned in the introduction, the fibre lemma of Bousfield and Kan states that all principal fibrations with a connected fibre-group are R ∞ -fully flat.
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The main players here are not the various maps we consider but rather the functors L. Conditional flatness refers to functors: In general, localization functors are not flat, i.e. they do not preserve all fibration sequences but often, if a map is L-flat, then so is any pull-back. This is a property of the functor L which we call here "conditionally flat."
We will use the same terminology for group extensions and group theoretic localization functors.
In fact the above definitions make sense not only for localization functors, but arbitrary endofunctors (cellularization functors for example, but possibly also non-idempotent ones like the James construction JX ≃ ΩΣX, or the infinite symmetric product SP ∞ X).
Localization of fibration sequences
We extend in this section the results of Berrick and the first author in [1] . It was shown there that nullification functors are always conditionally flat and we prove now that, in fact, a homotopy localization functor L is conditionally flat if and only if it is a nullification functor. Parts of our arguments resemble those in [1] , but we prefer to include a complete proof because we will follow the precise same steps in the next section for group theoretic localizations.
Example 2.1. We choose for f the map collapsing a sphere S n+1 to a point, so that the localization X → L f X = P S n+1 X is homotopy equivalent to taking the n-th Postnikov stage X → X[n]. Saying that a fibration sequence F → E → B is "n-Postnikov-flat" amounts to saying that the connecting
A typical example of a fibration sequence which is not n-Postnikov flat is the path-loop fibration on a non (n + 1)-connected space such as S n+1 . The fibration ΩS n+1 → P S n+1 → S n+1 is not n-Postnikov flat, since applying Postnikov sections destroys the exactness of the sequence of homotopy groups of the spaces involved.
However, the Postnikov section functors, as well as all nullification functors (and only these!), are conditionally flat.
Theorem 2.2. A homotopy localization functor L is conditionally flat if and only if L is a nulli-
fication functor P A for some space A.
The proof will be given at the end of the section. We start with a few reduction steps. The first one allows us to work with maps having local homotopy fibers. Recall that L is conditionally flat if pulling back any L-flat map produces another L-flat map.
Lemma 2.3. Let L be a homotopy localization functor and assume that any L-flat map with L-local homotopy fiber is fully L-flat. Then L is conditionally flat.
Proof. Let us consider a pull-back diagram of fibration sequences
where the bottom map E → B is L-flat. We have to show that so is the top map P → X. Applying fiberwise localization, [11, Section 1.F] to both fibrations yields a new diagram
together with maps E → E and P → P which are L-local equivalences. Notice that P is obtained as the homotopy pull-back of E → B ← X. By assumption the map E → B is L-flat, thus so is the fiberwise localization E → B, since applying L to it yields the map LE → LB, whose homotopy fiber is LF . We suppose that this property is preserved by taking pull-backs of fibrations with local fiber. Therefore we conclude that the map P → X is L-flat, which implies in turn that P → X is so.
The second step reduces the problem to studying fibration sequences of local spaces. Proof. We know from the previous lemma that we can assume the fiber to be L-local. We consider thus an L-flat fibration sequence F → E → B where F is L-local and a map g : X → B. We can also assume that B is connected. We complete it to the following diagram by constructing first the pullback along g and second, by localizing the bottom row:
Since B, and hence LB are connected spaces, we see that E is the homotopy pull-back of the diagram LE → LB ← B, and therefore P is the homotopy pull-back of LE → LB ← X. We conclude that the top fibration sequence is L-flat.
Our third and last step allows us to perform the pullback construction along a very specific map, namely the localization map η X : X → LX.
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Lemma 2.5. Let L be a localization functor and assume that, for any connected space X and any fibration sequence F → E → LX of L-local spaces, the pullback fibration sequence along
Proof. We need only prove by Lemma 2.4 that a fibration sequence
is fully L-flat. Consider thus any map α : X → B. We must show that the pull-back fibration sequence F → P → X is L-flat. Since α factors through the localization map X → LX we construct a diagram of fibration sequences involving the L-local homotopy pull-back Q of E → B ← LX:
Since by our assumptions the space Q is a homotopy pull back of local spaces, it follows that the top right square is also a homotopy pull-back square and the middle row is a fibration sequence of L-local spaces, [11, A.8 (e3) ]. By assumption the top fibration is preserved by L.
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We consider a fibration sequence F → E → LB of L-local spaces and will
show that the pullback along the localization map η B : B → LB is L-flat. We will deduce from Lemma 2.5 that L is conditionally flat. Let us observe the following diagram: When L is of the form P A , the homotopy fiber of the localization map B → P A B is P A -acyclic.
Therefore the fibration sequence P A B → Q → E is preserved by P A , [11, Theorem 1.H.1], i.e. P A Q ≃ E which means that the fibration sequence F → Q → B is P A -flat.
Hence, nullification functors such as plus-constructions, Postnikov sections, BZ/p-nullification appearing in Miller's work on the Sullivan conjecture, [14] , are all conditionally flat. Counterexamples can now also be easily constructed. X → S 1 coincides with the first Postnikov section, so that the homotopy fiber is the universal cover X, a simply connected but non-trivial HZ-local space. The pull-back of the path-loop fibration
Conditionally flat group-functors and varieties
We move now to the category of groups, replacing the notion of fibration sequence by short exact sequences. Our aim is to look at the notions of flatness and conditional flatness for functors and extensions of groups. The result we just proved for homotopical localization does not translate directly for groups. Indeed, we will see in Example 3.3 below that abelianization is a conditionally flat localization functor (but not a nullification). The point of course is that the corresponding homotopical localization of spaces is not conditionally flat, but it is so on fibrations which are constructed by applying the classifying space to an extension of groups. We start this section by proving that group theoretical nullification functors are conditionally flat, even though they are not the only ones. We notice that the same reduction steps we went through for spaces in Section 2 do work for groups.
Proposition 3.1. Let L be a localization functor in the category of groups. Assume that, for any group G and any extension of L-local groups K → E → LG, the pull-back along the localization
Proof. We must show that the pull-back of an L-flat extension is in turn L-flat. The first reduction step allowing us to consider only extensions with local kernel is obtained by applying fiberwise localization to our group extensions. Such a construction is available for groups thank to work of Casacuberta and Descheemaeker, [6] . The second step reduces to the study of extensions of local groups and this works simply because one recognizes a pull-back square by comparing the kernels.
The third and last step is exactly as in Lemma 2.5 and permits us to pull-back along a localization map G → LG.
To any group homomorphism ϕ one associates an (idempotent, augmented) localization functor L ϕ in the category of groups, which inverts ϕ in a universal way. When ϕ is of the form H → {e}, the localization is called nullification and usually written P H , just like in the homotopical setting.
Theorem 3.2. Any nullification functor in the category of groups is conditionally flat.
Proof. The key point is that the kernel of the localization morphism G → LG is L-acyclic when (in fact if and only if) L is a nullification functor, [17, Proposition 3].
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We move now as promised to more "exotic" conditionally flat localization functors, that is some which are not nullifications. Our motivation was to study the interplay of pulling back an extension and taking the quotient by the lower central series. We are now ready to come back to this question.
Example 3.3. Assume that the group extension 1 → K → E → G → 1 abelianizes well, that is, the abelianization 0 → K ab → E ab → G ab → 0 forms an extension (of abelian groups). Then for any morphism H → G, the pull-back extension K → P → H also abelianizes well. In our general terminology, abelianization is conditionally flat.
The argument is simple. Abelianization is right exact, a fact that can be proved either directly, or by using the group homology five term exact sequence (which can be deduced from Hopf's formula, [5, Exercise II.5.6]). Hence we only need to show that K ab → P ab is injective. By assumption the
As it factors through P ab the conclusion follows.
The same proof actually applies to any right exact functor.
Proposition 3.4. Let F be a right exact functor in the category of groups. Then F is conditionally flat.
A variety of groups W is defined by a set of words W in a free group F on a countable, infinite set of generators {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . }. Following [15] , W is the family of all groups G having the property that every homomorphism from F to G sends the words in W to 1. Take φ : F → F/W F , where W F is the normal subgroup generated by images of words in W under all homomorphisms F → F .
The localization functor L φ sends then a group G to the largest quotient which belongs to the variety W, [7, Proposition 3.1] . The kernel can be described as the subgroup W G of G generated by all images of words in W under morphisms from F .
Example 3.5. For any given integer c ≥ 1, we take W to be generated by the single word In general W (W G) = W G, as is shown by abelianization (of the dihedral group of order 8 say).
In fact Casacuberta, Rodríguez and Scevenels show that W (−) is idempotent if and only if the corresponding localization is a nullification, [7, Theorem 2.3]. We prove now that any variety of groups determines a right exact localization functor, hence a conditionally flat functor. We could also have applied our general principle Proposition 3.1 and proven "by hand" that the pull-back of an extension of local groups
Proof. Let W be the set of words defining W. By Proposition 3.4 it is enough to prove that for
The localization G → G/W G is surjective, hence so isp : E/W E → G/W G. We only need to identify the classes of the form eW E, for e ∈ E, in the kernel of this last morphismp, which means that p(e) ∈ W G. In other words p(e) can be written as a product γ of conjugates of words w(g i ) with w ∈ W . Since p is surjective there is a product ǫ of conjugates of the same words w(e i ) whose image under p is p(e) = γ. Therefore, e and ǫ differ by an element k in the kernel K. But now, since ǫ ∈ W E, we have
which proves exactness at E/W E.
Since nilpotency is described by a variety of groups, we obtain the following result:
Corollary 3.7. The localization functor in the category of groups taking a group G to its quotient G/Γ c (G) by the lower central series is conditionally flat. A good source for the group theorist's point of view on radicals is Robinson's book [16] .
A localization functor in the category of groups is an epireflection if and only if there exists an epimorphism ϕ such that L ϕ is L. Thus every variety of groups W determines an epireflection, but we will see that being an epireflection is not enough for conditional flatness, compare with [17,
Proposition 5].
Theorem 4.1. There are epireflections L which are not conditionally flat.
Proof. Let φ : C 4 → C 2 be the projection and choose L = L φ . Any torsion-free group is local with respect to this epireflection since there are no non-trivial morphism from a torsion group to a torsion-free group. Moreover the cyclic group of order 2 is local as well (it is the localization of C 4 ).
Therefore the abelian group extension Z → Z → Z/2 is an extension of local groups. Let us pull it back along ϕ itself. The pull-back P is an extension of Z by Z/2, which must be trivial, so
therefore not preserved by L.
Remark 4.2. Localization with respect to C 4 → C 2 is an epireflection, and even better a localization associated to a so-called quasi-variety, [13] . Whereas for a variety one imposes certain words to become trivial, in a quasi-variety one does so provided certain equations are satisfied. In the previous proof the condition is that x 4 = 1. If so, then one imposes x 2 = 1. We have thus actually proven a little bit more than stated in Theorem 4.1: There are epireflections associated to quasi-varieties which are not conditionally flat.
Other localization functors.
We turn now to a general localization functor and study which are the features which allow for the construction of a non-L-flat pull-back from an L-flat group extension. What is the general principle which lies behind this compatibility between pulling back and localizing? Since nullification functors are known to be conditionally flat, we discard them and work from now on with a localization functor which is not of the form P A .
Lemma 4.3. Let L φ be a localization functor which is not a nullification. Then there exists a
Proof. Let L E(φ) be the universal epireflection associated to L φ , [17, Theorem 8] , which means that
As L φ is not a nullification functor by assumption, we have to deal with two cases. In the first one, the epireflection is a nullification, and then there exists a E(φ)-local group G such that G → L φ G is injective, hence has a local kernel. In the second one the epireflection is not a nullification, i.e.
there exists a group G such that the kernel of G ։ L E(φ) G is not acyclic, [7] . Fiberwise localization then yields a morphism G → L φ G with (non-trivial) local kernel.
The previous lemma justifies the choice of G in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.4. Let f : A → B be a group homomorphism and let L = L f . Assume that there exist a non-identity localization morphism G → LG with local kernel and a surjection E → LG from a local group E such that Hom(A, E) = {1} = Hom(B, E). Then the pull-back P of the diagram E → LG ← G is local. In particular P → E is not the localization morphism and L is not conditionally flat.
Proof. Any morphism from A, respectively B, to P is given by a pair of compatible morphisms to G and E. By assumption the morphism to E is trivial so that the morphism to G must factorize through the kernel of the localization, which is local. Therefore Hom(A, P ) = {1} = Hom(B, P ).
This construction helps to find many localization functors which are not conditionally flat. The first occurence of such a localization was the epireflection associated to a quasi-variety encountered in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Example 4.5. Let f : A n ֒→ A n+1 be Libman's localization morphism in [12] for n ≥ 7. Pick a (free) presentation F 1 → F 0 → A n+1 . Any free group is obviously f -local, so that the proposition applies and the pull-back of A n → A n+1 ← F 1 is also f -local.
What about non-localization functors?
If we consider a functor which behaves well with push-outs and more generally colimits, and (therefore) badly with respect to extensions and pullbacks, we will see that it has very little chance to be conditionally flat. For any group G we write S p (G) ⊂ G for the subgroup generated by its elements of order p.
Proposition 4.6. The functor S p is not conditionally flat.
Proof. We exhibit a counter-example: Set p = 2 and consider the (central) extension Z/2 → D 8 → Z/2 × Z/2 where D 8 is the dihedral group of order 8, given by the standard presentation < x, y | x 4 = y 2 = 1 = yxyx >. This extension is S 2 -flat since D 8 is generated by y and yx, both elements of order 2. However if we pick in the base Z/2 × Z/2 the copy of Z/2 generated by the image of x and pull the extension back along this inclusion, we get the extension Z/2 → Z/4 → Z/2 which is not S 2 -flat.
In fact we could also have chosen the analogous property defined by replacing the subgroup S p (−) by Z/p-cellularization. The class of Z/p-cellular groups is closed under colimits and the question we ask deals with extensions and pull-backs. This is why we should not expect them to behave well together. One should maybe rather ask the dual question about the interplay of push-outs and cellularization.
Open questions.
We know now that general group localization functors do not behave as nicely as one could expect with respect to pulling back extensions, not even for abelian groups! Nullifications and epireflections coming from group varieties are the only one we know of that behave well. We have not dealt with localization functors L for which G → LG is not surjective, such as localization at a set of primes.
Question A. Are there conditionally flat localization functors which are not eprireflections?
Notice that rationalization, and localization at a set of primes, are exact functors in the category of abelian groups. They are therefore flat, hence conditionally flat in the category of abelian groups.
Question B. Is rationalization, i.e. localization with respect to multiplication by p on the integers for all prime numbers p, conditionally flat in the category of groups?
By moving from the category of spaces to that of groups, we found more conditionally flat localization functors. By restricting even more to a strict subcategory of groups, the class of conditionally flat functors will increase.
Question C. What does conditional flatness mean in a full subcategory of groups, such as abelian or nilpotent groups?
